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Winner of the Frederick Jackson Turner AwardWinner of the John Hope Franklin PrizeWinner

of the Avery O. Craven AwardSoul by Soul tells the story of slavery in antebellum America by

moving away from the cotton plantations and into the slave market itself, the heart of the

domestic slave trade. Taking us inside the New Orleans slave market, the largest in the nation,

where 100,000 men, women, and children were packaged, priced, and sold, Walter Johnson

transforms the statistics of this chilling trade into the human drama of traders, buyers, and

slaves, negotiating sales that would alter the life of each. What emerges is not only the brutal

economics of trading but the vast and surprising interdependencies among the actors

involved.Using recently discovered court records, slaveholders’ letters, nineteenth-century

narratives of former slaves, and the financial documentation of the trade itself, Johnson reveals

the tenuous shifts of power that occurred in the market’s slave coffles and showrooms. Traders

packaged their slaves by “feeding them up,” dressing them well, and oiling their bodies, but

they ultimately relied on the slaves to play their part as valuable commodities. Slave buyers

stripped the slaves and questioned their pasts, seeking more honest answers than they could

get from the traders. In turn, these examinations provided information that the slaves could

utilize, sometimes even shaping a sale to their own advantage.Johnson depicts the subtle

interrelation of capitalism, paternalism, class consciousness, racism, and resistance in the

slave market, to help us understand the centrality of the “peculiar institution” in the lives of

slaves and slaveholders alike. His pioneering history is in no small measure the story of

antebellum slavery.

The evil business of slavery has seldom been exposed with so much humanity and insight as

in this eloquent study, scholarly yet wholly accessible, a compelling cross-sectional microcosm

of millions of human tragedies.-- "Publishers Weekly Starred Review" --This text refers to the

audioCD edition.From Publishers WeeklyInstead of focusing on cotton plantations or broad

historical patterns, this extraordinary study is a flesh-and-blood daily history of the slave

market. NYU history professor Johnson takes readers inside the Dixie slave pens and traders'

coffles (long rows of slaves manacled and chained to one another). His focus is New Orleans,

North America's largest slave market, hub of a trade that decimated African-American slave

communities by tearing families asunder--destroying marriages and separating children from

parents. Using former slave survivors' narratives, letters written by slaveholders, docket records

of cases of disputed slave sales and Southern medical and agricultural journals, Johnson

interweaves the voices of traders, buyers, auctioneers and the slaves themselves. He shows

that, for white Southern slaveholders, buying slaves buoyed a fantasy of manly bourgeois self-

control, speculative savvy and economic independence. Slaves, meanwhile, assessed the

character of particular buyers and sometimes, at enormous risk, manipulated a sale to their

own advantage. The evil business of slavery has seldom been exposed with so much humanity

and insight as in this eloquent study, scholarly yet wholly accessible, a compelling cross-

sectional microcosm of millions of human tragedies. (Feb.)Copyright 1999 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From

BooklistThe rejuvenation of U.S. slavery from the 1820s onward due to the South's cotton

boom is Johnson's starting point for this pellucid study of people, shackles, prices, and society.

Cotton induced a mass forced migration of owned people from the tobacco-exhausted



Tidewater lands to the fertile Mississippi Valley, about one million of them between the 1820s

and 1850s, according to Johnson, an academic historian. A grim sight was common in this

period--coffles of slaves walking to the Deep South destined for market, mainly the one at New

Orleans. Johnson selects the operations of the market to depict the variegated processes that

turned a person into a commodity. Sales could be complicated transactions. Their objects, the

enslaved persons, could always ruin value by escape or suicide, and consequently traders and

purchasers of people sometimes conceded minimal humanity to placate those in their thrall.

Organized with a blessed eschewal of academese, Johnson's work is a superior examination

of the speculation in slaves as individuals conducted it. Gilbert Taylor --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalIn his first book, Johnson (history,

New York Univ.) provides the fullest, most penetrating examination of the antebellum slave

market to date. Using slave narratives, court records, planters' letters, and more, Johnson

enters the slave pens and showrooms of the New Orleans slave market to observe how slavery

turned men and women into merchandise and how slaves resisted such efforts to steal their

humanity. He tracks the slaves from their march to the market to the terrifying moments of sale

and adaptation to new masters, places, and work. Johnson's original, important, and brilliantly

presented book makes a case for the slave market as "best place to see slavery." It was there

that self-interest, concepts of race, and the slave "community" came together to reveal how

white men traded their own souls for a stake in human property. An essential book for anyone

who wants to understand why slavery matters.ARandall M. Miller, St. Joseph's Univ.,

PhiladelphiaCopyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus ReviewsJohnson (History/NYU) argues that, at

least by the late antebellum era, the slave market holds the key to answering the question,

What is slavery? There were, Johnson acknowledges, other places one could go to see

slaverythe Southern churches where the white clergy preached on Ham, the whipping posts

where overseers scarred African-Americans backs with crisscrossing lines. But drawing on

J.W.C. Penningtons 1849 observation that the being of slavery . . . lives and moves . . . in the

bill of sale principle, Johnson finds its microcosm in the New Orleans slave market. Following

the fashionable argument that power is everywhere dispersed, he shows that the slaves were

able to shape, albeit in small measure, the outcomes of sales. Slave sellers told the chattel

how to behave: to appear civil, not strong; stupid, not smart. But slaves did not always follow

the sellers instructions. Overhearing their potential owners conversations with other white folks

at the market, slaves sometimes tailored their answers to questions about skills and life

histories accordingly: They would make themselves sound attractive to a buyer who was

looking for a house servant, or try to dissuade a planter who lived in those regions of the Deep

South reputed to have the most brutal workloads. Johnson illuminates not just slaves, but the

white Southerners who bought and sold them, offering particular insight into the ways white

people constructed their own identities by dreaming of the salves they would one day buy: A

common turn in the fantasy life of the antebellum South was finding fulfillment of [ones] own

desires in the slave market. A yeoman farm wifes dreams about purchasing a young slave, for

example, masked other dreams about becoming a proper white lady. A refreshing, elegantly

written angle on antebellum slavery. -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back

CoverThe slave pen lay at the depths of slavery's hell, and no one has explored that abyss

better than Walter Johnson. Soul by Soul brilliantly bares the base meaning of chattel bondage

and by extension antebellum Southern society byinspecting the mechanism that produced and

reproduced slavery in the nineteenth-century United States and in the process defined slave,



slave trader, and slaveholder. (Ira Berlin, author of Many Thousands Gone: The First Two

Centuries of Slavery in North America) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.About the AuthorWalter Johnson is Winthrop Professor of History and Professor of

African and African American Studies at Harvard University. His books include River of Dark

Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom and The Chattel Principle: Internal Slave

Trades in the Americas.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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Out of the House of Bondage: The Transformation of the Plantation Household, River of Dark

Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom, The Artificial River: The Erie Canal and

the Paradox of Progress, 1817-1862, This Republic of Suffering (Vintage Civil War Library),

The Cherokee Nation and the Trail of Tears (Penguin Library of American Indian History),

Laboring Women: Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Early American Studies),

Closer to Freedom: Enslaved Women and Everyday Resistance in the Plantation South

(Gender and American Culture), Saltwater Slavery: A Middle Passage from Africa to American

Diaspora, A Nation under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to

the Great Migration, Forced Founders: Indians, Debtors, Slaves, and the Making of the

American Revolution in Virginia (Published by the Omohundro Institute of Early American ...

and the University of North Carolina Press), Confederate Reckoning: Power and Politics in the

Civil War South, Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made, Masterless Men: Poor Whites

and Slavery in the Antebellum South (Cambridge Studies on the American South), The Price

for Their Pound of Flesh: The Value of the Enslaved, from Womb to Grave, in the Building of a

Nation, Montana 1948: A Novel, Wicked Flesh: Black Women, Intimacy, and Freedom in the

Atlantic World (Early American Studies), Ar'n't I a Woman?: Female Slaves in the Plantation

South (Revised Edition), Pox Americana: The Great Smallpox Epidemic of 1775-82, Reckoning

with Slavery: Gender, Kinship, and Capitalism in the Early Black Atlantic, Apostles of Disunion:

Southern Secession Commissioners and the Causes of the Civil War (A Nation Divided), Africa

and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400–1800 (Studies in Comparative World

History), They Were Her Property: White Women as Slave Owners in the American South

Butch, “Soul by Soul is a Classic. I’ve just completed reading the best book ever about

understanding slavery. Soul by Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (1999) isn’t a new

book; it’s a classic.The author, Walter Johnson, brilliantly examines the slave market in New

Orleans, the largest in North America during the nineteenth-century.Through exhaustive

research using primary resources, Johnson shares the words of enslaved Africans or

descendants of Africans, and the buyers and sellers of slaves, to give an incredible picture of

what it was like to be a person involved in the slave trade.Johnson takes the reader into the

slave pens of New Orleans and shows the reader how enslaved people prepared to be

purchased. We learn the tricks of the trade used by the slave trader. We understand the

thinking of the would-be buyer. We feel the dread of the slave preparing to be sold, but we also

learn of the manipulative tactics used by Black people to shape the sale to suit themselves.I

always knew that slavery was brutal and inhumane, but Soul by Soul, helped me better

understand the institution of slavery by hearing the voices of the participants. Now, I recognize

how the buyers of slaves weren’t just using forced labor to become wealthy; it was also about

their egos and dreams of rising in the Southern hierarchy, the social ladder, at the expense of

others. It was about their need to be somebody.Ironically, the more the white slaveowner

purchased slaves in order to become economically independent and highly praised socially, the

greater he was forced to rely on his enslaved workforce. (There were free Blacks who owned

Black slaves, but that’s another story.)Another important lesson I learned from Soul by Soul,

was how the enslaved people of color were constantly resisting as they fought to survive both

personally and as a community. Often, the slave became the master.”

Shawn M. Warswick, “Insightful look into the antebellum slave market. Walter Johnson’s award



winning book, published in 1999, takes a cultural history approach to his study, arguing that the

slave market, not the plantation, is the defining feature of slavery in the south. Johnson notes

the contradictory nature of the system: the bodies of slaves are assigned a value, but those

same bodies are people, not things. Furthermore, in order to do this, slave-sellers use a

system of categorization based on physical attributes (skin color, gender, stature). This

paradoxical process necessitates the acknowledgement of their individuality as human beings,

while, at the same time, it turns them into commodities and property. (Johnson, 5-8) The author

also noted that a central piece of his complex argument is slaveholders “often represented

themselves to one another by reference to their slaves.” (13) Lastly, Johnson argues that the

slaves had some agency in the process by attempting to glean information about their potential

owner and in the way they present themselves and answer questions during the sales process.

While the historiography on slavery is often written from the vantage point of the plantation or

the slave community, Johnson is the first to insist that the purchasing of slaves was

fundamental to what slavery was. In this, he differs from historians such as Eugene D.

Genovese whose focus is on the community the slaves create. Having said that, Johnson

covers some of the same ground as Genovese (paternalism) and influences other historians

such as Stephanie Smallwood whose more recent work also talks about the violence of slavery

in Saltwater Slavery: A Middle Passage from Africa to American Diaspora, 2009. Moreover,

when it comes to evidence, Johnson primarily relies upon slave narratives. The author does

acknowledge that while there are problems with these (amongst which are their obvious use by

abolitionists of the day as political propaganda against the system), by using sources produced

by slaveholders and visitors to the south along with the narratives, it is possible to interrogate

and authenticate the latter. (Johnson, 11) Johnson also relies upon two hundred court cases of

disputed slave sales that went before the Supreme Court of Louisiana, letters by slaveholders,

and the sales records generated by the slave trade itself. (Johnson, 12-14) In other words, he

has a plethora of primary sources, some of which historians in the past had been wary of

using. Historiographically speaking, Johnson is following in the footsteps of historian Kenneth

Stamp and his highly influential The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Antebellum South.

Stamp argues that slavery was an institution based on profit, not on paternalism (an argument

put forward by U.B. Phillips in 1908). However, Johnson was not simply indebted to Stamp; he

builds on that argument by showing the importance of the domestic slave trade and arguing

(as noted above) that it was the heart of slavery in America by the nineteenth century. Finally,

the book has a number of strengths and very few weaknesses. One of the strengths was the

books dialectical approach in which the author moves back and forth between the viewpoint of

the slave buyer and seller. As Johnson himself notes, he was attempting “to understand a slave

sale from the contingent perspective of each of its participants.” (9) As the narrative advances,

it spirals around evidence and analysis used earlier, reinforcing the argument. Another area of

strength was the fact that Johnson looks at a subject, which has certainly not suffered from a

lack of study, but he does so from a radically different vantage point. It is this uniqueness which

makes the book compelling and enjoyable. Historian Bertram Wyatt Brown, of the University of

Florida, criticizes the author of not supporting his conclusions with his evidence. The reviewer

then goes on to say the weaknesses do not outweigh the strengths, thereby undercutting his

own criticism. In fact, the evidence Johnson brings to his argument is formidable and does

support his conclusions. I find it hard to criticize anything in Johnson’s work. In my opinion, it

was a masterpiece that stands the test of time and, fifteen years later, continues to influence

how historians view the antebellum south and the “peculiar institution.””



Billy Lindros, “Sobering Important Book. I have read several books about slavery and been to

the sites in Ghana where slaves were collected and held for shipment to the Americas. But I

didn't know as much about the internal slave trade in the US after the ban on the importation of

slaves. The relocation of slaves from the upper South to the lower South was brutal and well

described.  Interesting how many lawsuits involving slave trading occurred.”

chimney, “Five Stars. Great book..”

Stan Mclean, “Five Stars. 1005”

The book by Walter Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 172 people have provided feedback.
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